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A B S T R A C T
In this paper we deal with the influence on absorption of the diffusive media characteristics framing theproblem in connection with the invariance property (IP) of the mean path length. We show that the IPis an important issue that regulates but not prevent the search of absorption maximization by scatteringcharacteristics. We find that the scattering may increase the absorption or even be detrimental, dependingon the geometry of the medium and the conditions of its illumination.
The study about light scattering properties of different materialshas been extensively carried out and has lead to different applicationsencompassing different fields of optics, such as tissue optics [1–4],random lasers [5–9], optical sensing based on scattering [10–13] andimaging [14], and also leading to more exotic phenomena [15], suchas replica symmetry breaking behaviour [16–19], anomalous diffu-sion [20–22] and Anderson localization [23]. A very important prop-erty about light propagation through scattering media is the invarianceproperty (IP) of the mean path length, independently presented byBlanco and Fournier [24] and by Bardsley and Dubi [25], that is ageneralization of the mean chord theorem, also used by Dirac in thefield of nuclear physics [26,27]. They showed that for any purelydiffusing system, under isotropic uniform incidence, the average lengthof trajectories through the system depends only on the geometry ofthe system and is independent of the characteristics of the diffusionprocess. This counterintuitive result states that the mean length ⟨𝐿⟩of the corresponding random walk trajectories inside a flat domain,of area 𝑆 and perimeter 𝐶, is constant: ⟨𝐿⟩𝐼𝑃 = 𝜋 𝑆∕𝑃 . A similarrelation also holds in the three dimensional case, ⟨𝐿⟩𝐼𝑃 = 4𝑉 ∕𝑆, Vbeing the volume and S is the external surface of the domain. Theresult was triggered by the study of random walks of biological speciessuch as ants but has great consequences in many fields. The surprisingelement of this result is evident when applied to physical sciences and,in particular, to the transport of light or of other types of waves inscattering media. In that context, it is well known that all the relevantobservable quantities depend on the reduced scattering coefficient 𝜇′𝑠(the reciprocal of the transport mean free path 𝓁𝑡), that is connectedto the scattering coefficient 𝜇𝑠 (the reciprocal of the scattering meanfree path 𝓁𝑠) by the relation 𝜇′𝑠 = 𝜇𝑠 (1 − 𝑔), where 𝑔 if the asymmetricfactor of the scattering phase function. In the diffusive regime, forinstance, the total transmission of a slab of thickness 𝑑 scales with
𝜇′𝑠 𝑑 through the Ohm’s law [28]. Recently, it has been theoretically
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shown that the IP also holds for the scattering in resonant structures aswell as in ballistic propagation, or even in condition of 2D Andersonlocalization [29]. The experimental evidence of the IP against a twoorder of magnitude variation of 𝜇′𝑠 has been also achieved in a brilliantexperiment on multiple scattering of light in colloidal suspensions ofparticles in water [30].The maximization of light absorption in the context of the researchon new photovoltaic technologies has been an important field of re-search. In general, enhanced absorption is provided by engineering thesurface and/or the volume of the absorbing medium to increase thepath of the light. In this context, it has been studied the use of scatteringproperties to enhance the interaction of light with the medium and thenits absorption [31–34]. These studies are peculiar when the absorptionis intrinsically low and then attempts to improve it are crucial for prac-tical applications. Indeed, enhancement of absorption has been foundin diffusive materials as in random nanophotonic structures [35,36].Recently, also a theoretical study on the enhancement of absorption instealth hyperuniform disordered media has been presented [37].In this paper we deal with the influence on absorption of thediffusive media characteristics. We will show that the IP is an im-portant issue that regulates but not prevent the search of absorptionmaximization by scattering characteristics.We will see that the scattering may increase the absorption or evencan be detrimental, depending on the geometry of the medium andthe conditions of its illumination. In the following, we first analyse thecase of spherical geometry subjected to an isotropic illumination, thenwe report on the case of the slab with and without reflecting faces inthe presence of isotropic or mono-directional illumination. The mono-directional illumination is assumed perpendicular to the surface of themedium.In this work the scattering is low enough (𝜇𝑠 𝜆 ≪ 1) to put thesystem under study far away from the condition of localization (𝜇𝑠 𝜆 ≃
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Fig. 1. Absorption within a sphere, for different values of 𝜏𝑎 and in case of lambertianillumination without refractive index mismatch. The markers pertain to the numericalsimulation, while the dashed lines pertain to the corresponding analytical solution(Eq. (1)).
1). Hence, here we follow an approach that neglects the effect ofinterference.
1. Analytic approach
In a basic approach, the absorption along a random path in a do-main can be found by using the Lambert–Beer (LB) law with absorptioncoefficient 𝜇𝑎. Considering the possible total path 𝐿 of the radiationinside the medium as a random variable with probability densityfunction (pdf) 𝑃 (𝐿), mean ⟨𝐿⟩ and variance Var(𝐿), the total absorption
𝐴 can be approximated in the limit of low absorption (𝜇𝑎⟨𝐿⟩ ≪ 1) by(see Appendix):
𝐴 ≈ 𝜇𝑎 ⟨𝐿⟩ − 𝜇𝑎22 (⟨𝐿⟩2 + Var(𝐿)) . (1)In the case of isotropic illumination, because of the invariant propertyabove described, within the first order approximation in Eq. (1), theabsorption is independent of the scattering strength. The influence ofscattering is then linked to the details of the 𝑃 (𝐿) and, in the secondorder approximation, to the variance of the distribution. Here we showthat the condition of illumination is crucial to determine the effect ofscattering on absorption.In the case of isotropic (lambertian) illumination, ⟨𝐿⟩ is an invariantquantity of the medium independent of scattering. Hence, as indicatedby Eq. (1), a crucial point is played by the behaviour of the variance ofthe path distribution. If the variance increases with scattering, the ab-sorption of the radiation inside the medium decreases. The absorptionis then expected to decrease when scattering is strong. In fact, in sucha case there is a larger probability to have both long and very shortpaths and this causes the variance to increase. Photons can escape ina very short time near the surface but will stay for a long time insideonce they reach the inner part of the volume.Inside a medium of width 𝑑, the quantity 𝜏𝑑 = 𝜇′𝑠 𝑑 is the opticaldensity of the material only due to the scattering, while 𝜏𝑎 = 𝜇𝑎 𝑑is only due to the absorption. It is interesting to note that for strongscattering (𝜏𝑑 ≫ 1) isotropic or mono-directional illumination areexpected to have similar effects; in fact, in that case the radiation is
Fig. 2. Absorption within a sphere, for different values of 𝜏𝑎 and in case of mono-directional illumination without refractive index mismatch. The markers indicate thenumerical simulation, while the dashed lines are the corresponding analytical solution(Eq. (1)).
randomized in a short space and then the resulting behaviour is similarfor two illumination conditions. The behaviour is more unpredictablefor low scattering strength. Since in such a case the radiation is notcompletely randomized, both the geometry of the medium and thedirection of illumination are expected to play a crucial role and thendetailed analysis is needed.Here we provide more insight of that by considering both isotropicand mono-directional illumination. In particular, in the latter the hy-potheses of the IP are not satisfied. The two geometries under studyare the sphere and the infinite laterally extended slab. While in thecase of the sphere one has the maximal symmetry and no difference inthe three dimensions are present, in the case of the slab the transversedimensions are supposed much larger than the width. The length 𝑑 isthe thickness in the case of the slab, while it is the diameter in thecase of the sphere. The case of refractive index mismatch between themedium and the external environment is also considered.
2. Numerical simulations
The numerical simulations are based on a previously developedMonte Carlo (MC) code [38–42]. The generation of trajectories is thecore of the MC program and it is checked to be in excellent agreementwith exact analytical expressions [43]. Each step of length 𝓁 of atrajectory is randomly drawn by the LB probability density function:
𝑝 (𝓁) = 1
𝓁𝑠
exp [−𝜇𝑠 𝓁]. (2)
Being 𝜉 ∈ [0, 1] a uniformly distributed random number, each step is ob-tained by the usual inversion of the cumulative distribution associatedto the Eq. (2):
𝓁 (𝜉) = − ln [1 − 𝜉]
𝜇𝑠
(3)
Each simulation consists in 108 simulated trajectories. The Henyey–Greenstein scattering function is used to generate the scattering angles[44]. The results reported in this manuscript are in particular devotedto the study of the case 𝑔 = 0, since the main parameter to describethe scattering is 𝜇′𝑠. Hence, the results for 𝑔 ≠ 0 are qualitatively verysimilar (see Section 2.2).
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2.1. Spherical geometry
We start our analysis with a spherical geometry. Absorption versusscattering is reported for isotropic illumination in Fig. 1 and mono-directional illumination in Fig. 2. The results confirm the qualitativeconsiderations reported above for high values of 𝜏𝑑 . A monotonicdecreasing of absorption with scattering is evident both for isotropicor mono-directional illumination and for any value of 𝜇𝑎. In the figurethe analytical expression given by Eq. (1) is also reported, showingthat it is a good approximation for small absorption (𝜏𝑎 < 1). ⟨𝐿⟩ and
𝑉 𝑎𝑟(𝐿) can be numerically evaluated by the empirical pdf 𝑃 (𝐿) createdwith the data generated by the MC simulations. In this geometry ofmaximal homogeneity, an increase of the variance leads to the decreas-ing of absorption also for low values of 𝜏𝑑 . The results indicate thenthat scattering is detrimental for absorption in case of homogeneousgeometry.In Fig. 1, in the case of low absorption (𝜏𝑎 = 0.05 and 0.1) andlambertian illumination, the behaviour appears in good approximationas independent of the scattering. In these cases the system approachesthe sufficient conditions of validity of IP, that are uniform and isotropicillumination and the no absorption. In this conditions the first termin Eq. (1) gives the main contribution and it is independent of thescattering.
2.2. Slab geometry
In this case the results for the slab geometry are reported on Fig. 3.The absorption is again decreasing for large 𝜏𝑑 as indicated in thequalitative considerations reported above on the basis of Eq. (1). Thebehaviour for small 𝜏𝑑 is more articulate. It is shown a very smallincrease for isotropic illumination and a more pronounced maximumfor mono-directional illumination (that is assumed perpendicular to thesurface also for the slab). As 𝜏𝑎 → 0, in case of lambertian illuminationthe absorption becomes independent of scattering, as expected whenthe IP is valid.The last case can be explained by thinking to the role of scatteringto have long paths and then greater absorption. The geometry is crucialfor this result, since the slab, unlike the sphere, is a geometry withstrong differences in extension of the three dimensions. It is thenpossible for a scattering event to lead the light from orthogonal tothe surface propagation to a much longer path parallel to the entrancesurface. This is indeed the case of mono-directional illumination wherethe invariance property is not more fulfilled. In Fig. 5 is reported theeffect of scattering on ⟨𝐿⟩ for lambertian and mono-directional illu-mination. The scattering influence on absorption for mono-directionalillumination results then into the balance between increasing due tolonger mean path (first order in Eq. (1)) and decreasing due to largervariance (second order in Eq. (1)). In such a plot we also anticipatesimulation results in the case of slab geometry with refractive indexmismatch.Many attempts of maximizing absorption have indeed been devotedto deviate light entering a material in long paths inside the slab withpropagation near to parallel to the surface [31–34]. Also importantresults in absorption enhancement by random nanostructure can beframed in this aim by means of light diffraction [35,36]. It is interestingto note that the maximum value for mono-directional illumination isvery close to the case of isotropic illumination: this result is indeed afurther indication of the importance of the conversion to propagationalong long dimensions (parallel to surface). The condition is reachedby forcing the light in such direction by a proper value of scatteringin the case of mono-directional illumination while in the isotropic casethe condition is near intrinsically fulfilled.In Fig. 4 the absorption is reported in the case of two differentvalues of the asymmetry parameter 𝑔 (0 and 0.9). The same behaviourfor the two cases testifies that the reduced scattering coefficient 𝜇′𝑠 =
𝜇𝑠 (1 − 𝑔) = 𝜏𝑑∕𝑑 is the fundamental parameter for the description ofthe scattering.
Fig. 3. Absorption as a function of 𝜏𝑑 in the case of slab without refractive indexmismatch for different values of 𝜏𝑎. The continuous line is with mono-directionalillumination, while the dashed one is with lambertian illumination.
Fig. 4. Absorption for different values of 𝜏𝑑 in a slab without refractive index mismatchwith lambertian (top figure) and mono-directional (bottom figure) illumination. Thelines are the case of 𝑔 = 0 and the markers are the one of 𝑔 = 0.9. A different g doesnot appreciably change the results.
2.3. Slab geometry with reflection
A further step to the enhancement of absorption by increasingthe path inside the medium, it is the arrangement of the medium,within a material with reflecting surfaces due to the index of refractionmismatch between the internal and the external media. As shown inRef. [30], also in this case an invariance property holds:
⟨𝐿⟩𝐼𝑃 = 4( 𝑛2𝑛1
)2 𝑉
𝑆
, (4)
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Fig. 5. Mean path length normalized to the corresponding invariance property value⟨𝐿⟩𝐼𝑃 (20 mm for 𝑛𝑟 = 1 and 46.5 mm for 𝑛𝑟 = 1.525 in a slab geometry.
where 𝑛2 (𝑛1) is the index of refraction of the external (internal)material. The mean length is then larger, respect to the slab withoutreflection, if 𝑛2 > 𝑛1 as usually happens in a real device. Also in thiscase one can wonder if the scattering can improve the absorption incase of isotropic or mono-directional illumination of a slab and theanswer is positive as it is evident in Fig. 6. It is interesting to note thatthe two behaviours are similar, in contrast to the result for the slabwithout reflection. The explanation is in the actual similarity of thetwo kinds of illumination due to refraction at the interface. As shownin Fig. 7 the lambertian lobe is indeed cut at large incidence anglesbecause of the Fresnel reflection leading to a less ‘‘isotropic’’ and moredirectional-like illumination (besides the losses due to the reflection).As for all the other cases of illumination or considered geometry, thescattering is detrimental for absorption when it is very large. A properchoice of a moderate scattering strength maximizes the absorption withan enhancement that can be remarkable. These results are in agreementwith a previous study with a mono-directional illumination for the samegeometry [34].
3. Conclusions
Summarizing our study on the effect of scattering strength onabsorption, we found a remarkable enhancement for geometries withnon homogeneous dimension (slab geometry) and conditions of nonisotropic illumination. This behaviour is indeed coherently framed bythe search for a longer path inside the medium within the constraintgiven by the invariance property. In the case of mono-directional illu-mination the enhancement may occur because the scattering convertslight entering the materials in long paths inside the medium, on theother hand long paths are possible when the dimension in a directionis much larger than the others as in a slab. In conclusion it is possibleto tailor the conditions of illumination and the geometry of a mediumto maximize its light absorption by scattering.
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Fig. 6. Absorption as a function of 𝜏𝑑 in the case of slab with refractive indexmismatch (𝑛𝑟 = 𝑛2∕𝑛1 = 1.525) for different values of 𝜇𝑎. The continuous line is withmono-directional illumination, while the dashed one is with lambertian illumination.
Fig. 7. Intensity pattern with a lambertian incidence on the interface. The blue line isthe case of no refractive index mismatch, while the red continuous line is the case with
𝑛𝑟 = 𝑛2∕𝑛1 = 1.525. The emission is normalized to the maximum of the former case. Thedotted green line is the limiting angle of emission in the last case. (For interpretation ofthe references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web versionof this article.)
Appendix. Derivation of eq. (1)
Once known the pdf 𝑃 (𝐿) of the total path length of the radiationinside the medium, the fraction of the absorbed radiation can be writtenas:
𝐴 = 1 − ∫
∞
0
𝑃 (𝐿)𝑒−𝜇𝑎𝐿𝑑𝐿 . (A.1)
In the case of low absorption (𝜇𝑎 𝐿 ≪ 1), the exponential term can beexpanded at the second order and integrated by using the definition ofmean value:
𝐴 ≈ 𝜇𝑎 ⟨𝐿⟩ − 12𝜇2𝑎 ⟨𝐿2⟩ . (A.2)By using the definition of variance, the (A.2) becomes:
𝐴 ≈ 𝜇𝑎 ⟨𝐿⟩ − 𝜇𝑎22 (⟨𝐿⟩2 + Var(𝐿)) . (A.3)
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